
ANCIENT EGYPT S COMPARISON WITH MESOPOTAMIA

Egypt developed around the Nile River, while Mesopotamia developed between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.
Socially, both civilizations were patriarchal, but Egypt was more lenient towards women while Mesopotamia was stricter.
The political and social structures of Egypt and.

Divine right meant that the leaders were an extension of the gods themselves. They came in search of metals,
salt and esparto. They believed these gods would provide for their people, protect them from wars, and bless
their marriages and families. The townspeople would gather at the Ziggurats for services that ranged from
worship and blessings to funerals. Eventually the Mesopotamian kings that wanted more power, societal
value, and possible immortality began participating in sacred marriage. Later, the kings unified territories and
cities which were nearby in order to extend their possessions and to get greater power. The Bulls of Guisando
Tartessos Greek written sources and archaeological remains indicate that Tartessos was the oldest kingdom of
the Iberian Peninsula. As the Iberians did, they cremated their dead. Ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia were
both ruled by divine right. Trading was a common feature in both the societies and commercial interaction
with the outside world was extensive in both places. References Mark, J. This made it easier to convince
peasants to devote several months of the year, alongside slaves, to build the ancient pyramids that were
sarcophagi for these pharaohs. The mesopotamian civilization was extremely decentralized. These wars put an
end to the Carthaginian presence in the Iberian Peninsula. The epic poem of Gilgamesh even claimed that the
gods were annoyed by the Mesopotamians for making too much noise, so they sent a flood that wiped out all
of humanity. E rapidly expanded their land and changed at a quicker pace than other regions. As kings
expanded their territories, they needed to create a state structure that assured their dominance and power. Rites
were necessary to preserve the order of the universe. Sheep herds were the most typical cattle. The Egyptians
believed in life after death and wanted to keep the bodies for the new life. Around the year BC the Akkadian
Empire was defeated and a long period of division started. The Iberian Peninsula was the westernmost point of
their expansion in the Mediterranean. For construction they used brick and adobe. It also became a very
important region for trade between Asia Minor, the Mediterranean area and Syria. They established trading
enclaves in the south of the Peninsula. Egyptians also believed that pharaohs, already revered and worshipped,
would become gods upon their deaths. This was the treasure. Many of them still exist today. Herman, my AP
teacher during that time, went through the Mesopotamian and Egyptian Empires rather too quickly for my
tastes. Many aspects of these great civilizations still influence our lives today. During this period the pharaohs
conquered lands in Nubia, to the south of Egypt. Mesopotamians invented the arch and the vault. They
practiced a very advanced agriculture and cattle raising and they were also expert metalworkers, who worked
with gold, silver and copper. They are all so rich in culture and history that they already have hundreds of
books written about them. We can find two different styles: while Sumerians and Akkadians built statues of
their kings and gods, Assyrians made great figures of bulls with human heads, and expressive reliefs with
hunting and war scenes. The main god was the sun, called in different ways: Ra, Amun or Atum. This way
kings became very powerful and succeeded in forming large empires. I would like to compare some important
points in four common categories. The Iberians and the Celts were the most important peoples that inhabited
the Iberian Peninsula in Antiquity. Information About Ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt. Mesopotamia and
Egypt were both in flood basins of major rivers.


